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About This Game

Past-paced action survival indie game with strategic choices!

Most games trick you! They make you believe you're improving at the game, when really you're unlocking things that make
your in-game character more powerful. Stabby Machine does not lie like this. When you do better than you were before, it's

because you really are doing better!

Because of this, Stabby Machine is a very difficult game.

Survive for as long as possible by collecting batteries, which are dropped by enemies!

Watch out! Your battery power drains faster and faster the longer you've been playing.
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You must choose wisely how many enemies to spawn. Too few and you'll run out of batteries, but too many and you'll be
overrun!

Controls:

Stabby follows the mouse (alternatively you can use W A S D).
You MUST GO CLOSE TO enemies to make them charge, then react quickly to dodge them!

If you succeed, the enemy becomes vulnerable and you can run up to it to stab it.

If you want a difficult open-ended challenge to overcome, then this game is certainly for you!

If you want to casually enjoy a new experience, this game can give you that too.

Enjoy!

No micro-transactions or in-game purchases.
None of that silly come-back-in-two-hours-or-pay-me-money stuff!
This game is designed to simply be fun, and feel rewarding to play.

Strategy

You choose how many enemies to spawn, and you choose when they charge at you. Different enemies spawn at different times.
This means you have to continuously make a tactical decision: How many of this type of enemy can I handle?

Feel free to write a review, it would help a lil' indie developer out a great deal!
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Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Challenge Yourself Gaming
Publisher:
Challenge Yourself Productions
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A good quality, good all round video. Shows you lots about professionals playing the game. And best of all, its free!. This game
looks like it should be a decent little game, but it's utterly broken (on Linux).

* Requires a symlink to be created to be able to start the game.
* Completely broken keyboard controls: it ignores keys being released.. My Review For This Game:

Pros:
- I enjoyed the pixel style graphics.
- The idea behind the game was good.
- I was interested in the story.

Cons:
- There is no menu to change sound options or keybindings or anything.
- The "record store" is WAY too loud.
- If I pressed ESC, I couldn't find a way to keep playing and had to start over from the beginning.
- Used a Swing and when I tried to leave it, it pulled me back into it and started rapidly moving everywhere and when the game
faded to black and spawned me on the next day, I spawned like 100ft in the air and had no way of interacting with the game.

Overall, I was excited to play a new pixel style game with a story that interested me but due to the glitches in the gameplay, I wasn't
able to progress in the story at all.

TL;DR - Good premise but too glitchy.. nice simulator from TML studios. maybe a sequel to bus simulator 2008 & 2009 that they
did not publish or develop. This is the first of the bundle of games by this developer that I played (PS- buy the bundle- 100% worth
it)
The ENTIRE playthrough had me in stitches. There is hidden material in there, and I need to go through it at least twice more to be
able to see all the content.
GREAT STREAMING material- just narrate and entertain- your reactions to the "game" itself is entertainment on top of the
material itself- which will have you in stitches (or offend you.. you know, if you're a snowflake-- which in the beginning he says it
isn't for that type- which already had me in stitches before it even started started)
Did I mention buy the bundle? Awesome story- so many throwbacks and satire. Just....
wow.
<3. All these Apogee games are ruining my memories! I remember this game having awesome graphics, sound, and music. But as
with every game that doesn't age well I realize we just filled the pixels with our imagination.

These games are uglier and harder. We're so casual.

Alien Carnage is great, is Duke Nukem with new mechanics and micro transactions!. Good music, fun gameplay mechanics, catchy
art style. It's all there.
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This game have everything a RPG, clicking and a fighting game has to offer!
It's truly a Beat 'em up game masterpiece.
You take the role of badass chicken called McAllister who wants to get back his lovely girlfriend Candy from the clutches of
Dr. Spritzel and Dr. Buster.
I'd say the price tag on this game is a bargain for everything it has to offer.
It takes a few hours getting all the achievements but I considered doing that easy because the game is pretty easy itself. It's alot
of fun going back into both the main missions and bonus missions for loot, cosmetics and souls!
It got a really cool artstyle. The music is nice. The visual effects are just awesome.
The game is based on grinding souls quite alot so it can get very repeateadly and old fast but it's still extremely fun to play.

If you are looking for a good idle clicker game, then this game is for you! It really is a hidden gem among Steam.. Hey
everyone. I bought this game quite some time ago now and enjoyed playing it over LAN at home with friends and against bots.
I'd like to tell you what changes were made in the last update to this game, but I can't because the devs decided we now have to
create an online account with password in order to play at all. It would've been nice to give people the option to continue playing
over LAN without forcing players online with strangers. I enjoy playing multiplayer online sometimes, but there are plenty of
times that I just don't want to. I enjoyed things the way they were.

If you know nothing about the game, it's basically like the old Car Wars arena play from Steve Jackson Games, but these
vehicles hover. I enjoyed the game a lot for what it's worth, but if you want to play you need to get used to the idea that an
online account is required. I can't review any of the changes since the last major update that added the account requirement with
no option to bypass. As it is, if you like cars and weapons in an arena, this is okay... but wait for it to go on sale.

I do recommend the game overall with the notable provisions stated above. My kids didn't really like playing it very much.
They'd rather play a lot of other games instead of this. I have deleted the game from my system, but if my kids ever change their
minds about playing... maybe I'll make an account for it. Maybe. Sometimes I just want to play over LAN with people I know,
but the devs excluded that option. Too bad.. Dev didn't reply my questions for clarification for type of gameplay, achievements,
endings and estimated playtime on tumblr(I asked only yesterday evening(it's noon now), but considering the fact that the dev
was online for a while after that, I admit to being a bit disappointed that the dev hasn't replied), so beware if you get technical
issues or want a more thorough explanation\/involved developer.

Update: Dev replied me. They are working on a demo and a website now. Direct quote: There are 9 endings(with variation 15).
Estimated time one playthrough is about 3-4 hours.

I didn't experience any technical issues.....the gameplay just felt a bit, monotonous to me. I bought this because the other review
mentioned finding this game funny after just a few minutes into the game....but I was a bit irked by the personality of Manly to
be honest, another reason why it wasn't as fun as I expected it to be.

It's just not my cup of tea. Try it out if you wish.. Good game. Very creative. I love it!. Graphical style and quality are very
good. sadly can't say much more as the control system is horrid. 360 game pad sometimes works sometimes doesn't. Though not
a \u00a330 AAA title i still expect games to atleast be polished enough to work as advertised. Sorry can't reccomend at the
moment. save your money until it's either patched and fixed or buy a different title.. Hi. Overall it seems like a cool game.
I have a problem with the tooltips though. No tooltips are working, it just says for example "Amazon_hint".. If you haven't got
LIMBO, play that instead.
If you have got LIMBO, this will pale in comparison.
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